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We make corporate volunteering
in Amsterdam work:

As real ‘social matchmakers’ we connect companies
that want to make an impact with vulnerable
Amsterdammers who need a helping hand.  
At all the events we organize, the interaction between
volunteers and help-seekers is at least as important
as getting the volunteering job done. 
The result: unforgettable encounters while
contributing to a more beautiful, green & social city. 

We believe that there are thousands of different
ways to spread kindness and  give back to our
communities: baking pancakes for the homeless,
cleaning Sloterplas by canoe, turning a poor 
family’s new house into a home, ...
By organizing customized corporate volunteering
activities we not only turn your employees into
happier people but also Amsterdam into a better
place to live for everyone.

Our services

matching your employees with volunteering
projects or team-building events that are in
line with their interests 
facilitating impact days including different
types of projects where human interaction
between volunteers and vulnerable
Amsterdammers are key
partnership programs 
organizing corporate volunteering activities
all over the Netherlands as Stichting Present
is operating in 75 Dutch cities

Our services

designing, planning and running customized
volunteering projects & team-building 
organize company-wide impact days
including volunteering projects with different
focusses e.g. social, practical or environmental
volunteering 
partnership programs 
arranging corporate volunteering activities
worldwide as we are part of the global Serve
the City volunteering movement 

Our project types

social volunteering (e.g. going to the zoo
with the elderly, cooking for a homeless
shelter, ...) 
practical volunteering (e.g. renovating a
playground at a family shelter, painting walls
in a home for disabled Amsterdammers, ...) 
social gardening (helping with gardening
activities at people’s homes) 
skill-based volunteering (e.g. CV training
for refugees, ...) 
special donation actions (e.g. ‘back to
school’ donation action, ...) 
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Contact & more information

info@presentatwork.nl 

www.presentatwork.nl

Contact & more information

www.stcamsterdam.nl/at-work

companies@stcamsterdam.nl 

The Present method

We take both your employees’ interests and
company’s impact goals as starting point to
match you with help requests we receive from
our social partner organizations. This way we
ensure that your employees’ helping hands
are present at the right place at the right time!

The Serve the City method

Based on your employees’ interests and
company’s specific CSR goals, we design, plan
and run tailor-made corporate volunteering
events. The goal: bringing your employees
closer together while caring for people and/or
environment in our city. 

social volunteering (e.g. beauty day for the
elderly, preparing lunch packages for school
children, ...)
hands-on volunteering (e.g. gardening
activities at an elderly home, renovating an
emergency shelter, ...) 
green volunteering (e.g. helping out at a
city farm, cultural park clean-up tour, ...) 
skill-based volunteering (e.g. developing
fund-raising campaign for a shelter, ...) 
special donation actions (e.g. donating old
laptops to a refugee shelter, reversed
advent calendar action, ...) 
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